**Spright Move**
In GREEN and BLUE

**Spright Compact**
In RED, GREEN and BLUE

**1000s of Lights**
1000s of moving lights

**Larger head contains motor assembly**

**Spright Move**
In GREEN and BLUE
Brilliant Red
(Do not use on foliage, hard to see)
Spright Green Compact in Snowstorm, Magical!
Just ONE Blisslights Compact Green
Gets it done!
Now...Combine the Magic with the 16 color Blisslights Garden Spot,
a Green Spright and a Blue Spright.
Add wine, a little cheese...You’re good to go!
Now - return to the Web Site. We have some cool videos for you to see! Nothing like the real deal to understand the product!

www.ArtofDespain.com